




Valeria Michele Lopez Founder, PRIVY

Valeria has more than a decade of event management & non profit experience. Her projects to date include overseeing 
budgets from $ 30,000.00 to $720,000.00, curating event experiences and acquiring federal grants. Her project management 
skills and attention to detail have landed her contracts in what she refers to as the "Big League". As a concert promoter 
Valeria has negotiated deals with celebrities like Jon B, Ralph Tresvant & Musiq Soulchild for Nashville shows.

Valeria is currently curating PRIVY an event experience that has taken the city of Nashville by storm. Building strong 
networking connections helped Valeria to maintain long term collaborations with Metro Nashville Government, branded 
sponsors such as Mercedes Benz of Music City, Delmonaco Winery, Sheats Endodontics, S+H Gourmet Pizzeria, Walter Colson 
Collision Center & Omni Hotels Nashville.

A native of Nashville Valeria knows the diversity dynamics that the " New Nashville " now represents and is working steadfast
to bring experiences to the city for all to enjoy!

Valeria educational background includes a Associates of Arts Degree and certified training in Event Planning. Valeria has one
daughter Latoya and is newly married to Manuel Lopez.



ABOUT Bringing Us Together
Passion led us here. We are passionate about the community that has 
raised us and we want to be at the epicenter of sparking change and 
progress with our community in mind.

We Rise By Lifting Others
It's not just something that we say it's something that we believe. We 
highlight the community by bringing new lifestyle experiences that leave 
a lasting impression.

Music As A Universal Language
Music is a love language that we can all understand. At the pinnacle of 
the evening of the popup event we enjoy the sights and sounds of 
musical expression that fill the hearts and ears of our supporters.

More Than A Party
PRIVY is more than just a party. It gives us a chance to provoke a positive 
response to progress and artistic expression in our community. Each 
year we pick an organization to uplift and highlight through monetary 
sponsorship directly from the ticket purchases of our supporters.

PRIVY is a cultural movement that celebrates 
the arts through community, lifestyle, 
entertainment and philanthropy. These four 
tenets allow us to connect with the 
community in ways that provoke a positive 
response and progress for our city.

PRIVY is an all-white upscale dining 
experience. Individuals near and far meet for 
the pop-up experience and curate an elegant 
social narrative for the evening. The evening 
includes an ambience of opulence, 
excitement and exclusivity. Our tenets of 
community, lifestyle, entertainment and 
philanthropy allow us to connect and make a 
lasting impression on and for our city.





www.privypopup.info
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